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Abstract

Purpose Although visual acuity is the most

frequently used primary outcome measure in

clinical trials of treatments for choroidal

neovascularisation (CNV) due to age-related

macular degeneration (AMD), contrast

sensitivity may provide valuable additional

information. This paper reviews the evidence

for using contrast sensitivity as a measure of

visual function and as an outcome measure in

clinical trials in patients with subfoveal CNV

due to AMD.

Methods Medline database searches were

performed to retrieve relevant articles on

contrast sensitivity. In addition, articles were

included from the authors’ knowledge of the

literature and from the reference lists of

retrieved articles.

Results The published literature

demonstrates that contrast sensitivity is an

important measure of visual function in

patients with subfoveal CNV due to

AMD. Most clinical trials of treatments for

CNV due to AMD have reported visual acuity

as the primary outcome. However, there

is evidence that treatment (such as verteporfin

therapy) may also provide additional benefits

in terms of contrast sensitivity. These

benefits may not be completely characterised

by measurement of visual acuity

alone.

Conclusions The inclusion of contrast

sensitivity as an outcome measure in studies

of patients with CNV due to AMD may

provide a more complete understanding of the

effects of treatment on visual function and the

likely benefits for patients.
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Introduction

Several measures are available to characterise

visual function, of which visual acuity is the

most widely used. Although visual acuity is

undoubtedly a useful measure of visual

function, other vision tests may provide

valuable additional information.1–5 In particular,

visual acuity is not a good predictor of ability to

discriminate between visual targets or

performance of tasks requiring distance

judgement, night driving and mobility; these

aspects of visual function may be better

correlated with contrast sensitivity. Contrast

sensitivity provides a measure of ability to see

low-contrast patterns and it has been suggested

that it can provide more information on visual

function than visual acuity.6

Recent data from the Blue Mountains Eye

Study indicated that age-related macular

degeneration (AMD) is the most frequent cause

of vision loss in people over the age of 50 years.7

In some cases, measurements of contrast

sensitivity might detect vision loss due to AMD
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before any effect on visual acuity has become

apparent.8

The majority of patients with severe vision loss

(defined as a loss of 6 or more lines of visual acuity) due

to AMD have the neovascular form of the condition,

which is characterised by choroidal neovascularisation

(CNV).9,10 Vision loss is more likely to be severe in

patients with lesions that lie under the foveal avascular

zone (subfoveal lesions) than in those that lie outside the

fovea. New treatment modalities, such as photodynamic

therapy with verteporfin (Visudynes, Novartis Pharma

AG, Basel, Switzerland), have increased the range of

treatments available for patients with subfoveal CNV

due to AMD. The benefits of these treatments have been

assessed primarily through measurements of visual

acuity. Reports of clinical trials of treatments for

neovascular AMD often provide little or no information

on contrast sensitivity outcomes. However, contrast

sensitivity findings from the Treatment of AMD with

Photodynamic therapy (TAP) Investigation in patients

treated with verteporfin therapy have been reported in

detail.11 To set these results in context with the available

data from other trials and gain a better understanding of

the impact of vision loss and the benefits of treatment,

this article reviews the evidence for using contrast

sensitivity as a measure of visual function and as an

outcome measure in clinical trials in patients with

subfoveal CNV due to AMD.

Original articles included in this review were retrieved

from Medline during March 2004 using two searches: (1)

‘contrast sensitivity or contrast threshold’ and ‘AMD or

age-related macul*’ and ‘CNV or neovascularisation’; and

(2) ‘contrast sensitivity or contrast threshold’ and

‘reading or driving or mobility or orientation or

activities’. The retrieved articles (100 from search 1 and

1280 from search 2) were assessed and included if

relevant information was reported. In addition, articles

were included from the reference lists of retrieved

articles and from the authors’ knowledge of the

literature.

Measurement of contrast sensitivity

Until the 1980s, the only methods available to determine

contrast sensitivity involved the use of sinusoidal

gratings, usually generated by a computer and displayed

on a cathode ray tube.12 Although this apparatus is

commercially available and can provide accurate

measures of contrast sensitivity, the equipment is more

suited to a research laboratory than for routine clinical

use or for screening.

The development and availability of the Pelli–Robson

chart provided a means of measuring contrast sensitivity

that could be applied in clinical practice as easily as the

visual acuity letter chart.12 The Pelli–Robson chart has

letters of equal size arranged in groups of three, with

each segment decreasing in contrast by a factor of 1/O2

(a logarithmic step of 0.15). The contrast threshold

corresponds to the lowest contrast at which two of the

three letters in a group can be correctly read. The

reliability of the test can be increased if scored by letter

rather than by segment.13 Each correctly read letter

reduces contrast threshold by 0.05 log units. (To score

letter-by-letter, multiply [number of letters correctly read

minus 3] by 0.05. Three letters are subtracted from the

total letters read, because the log contrast sensitivity is

equal to zero when the observer reads the first segment

correctly. If fewer than three letters are read correctly, the

log contrast sensitivity is set to zero.) Values recorded

using the Pelli–Robson chart can be reported in terms of

letters, as the log of contrast sensitivity, or as percentage

contrast. On currently available Pelli–Robson charts the

log contrast of the letters range from 0 (or 100%) to 2.25

(or 0.6%). The Pelli–Robson chart has been shown to be a

reliable and sensitive measure of contrast sensitivity, and

compares favourably with other methods.3

Greeves et al14 evaluated a set of Bailley–Lovie log

minimum angle of resolution (logMAR) charts used

to measure the middle and high spatial frequencies of

the contrast sensitivity functions in patients with

AMD. They concluded that three measurements are

needed to characterise foveal visual capability in patients

with AMD: (1) distance logMAR visual acuity to measure

high spatial frequency resolution; (2) visual acuity

with letter charts of 20 dB contrast to measure

middle spatial frequency resolution; and (3) contrast

sensitivity.

Contrast sensitivity and visual acuity

There have been numerous studies of the relationship

between contrast sensitivity and visual acuity. For

example, a study of patients enrolled in a trial of

radiation therapy for neovascular AMD showed that

contrast sensitivity and visual acuity measurements did

not always reveal the same rates of progression of vision

loss, although there was a moderate correlation between

the two measures.15 Most studies have shown a moderate

correlation between the two measures (correlation

coefficient X0.5).4,16 Nevertheless, visual acuity and

contrast sensitivity are independently associated with

difficulties in performing everyday activities.4 It should

also be noted that positive correlations between visual

acuity and contrast sensitivity do not demonstrate that

the two measures are interchangeable.17 It has, however,

been reported that a 6-letter loss of contrast sensitivity

has a similar impact on self-reported visual disability as a

15-letter loss of visual acuity.5
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The characteristics of choroidal neovascular lesions in

patients with neovascular AMD have an important

impact on visual function. It has been shown that the

composition and location of the lesion is related to the

nature and degree of vision loss, with the strongest

correlation being between overall lesion size and contrast

sensitivity (r¼ 0.52, Po0.001).18 The proportion of the

lesion that was classic CNV was also strongly correlated

with contrast sensitivity, especially if the study eye was

the better-seeing of the two eyes.

Activities of daily living and quality of life

Vision loss can affect many activities of daily life, several

of which depend on both contrast sensitivity and visual

acuity. For example, in the Blue Mountains Eye Study,

both visual acuity and contrast sensitivity were

associated with self-reported measures of visual

disability.19 People with decreased visual acuity and

contrast sensitivity also have greater difficulty with high-

risk driving situations than patients with good vision,

even after adjusting for age, gender, mileage and

cognitive impairment.20 In a study of young, middle-

aged and older adult drivers, a combination of motion

sensitivity, field of view, contrast sensitivity and dynamic

visual acuity predicted 50% of variability in driving test

scores.21

Some tasks, however, appear to be more closely related

to contrast sensitivity than to visual acuity. Reduced

visual acuity appears to be associated with difficulty in

tasks involving good resolution and adaptation to

changing light levels, whereas contrast sensitivity is

more closely associated with tasks requiring distance

judgement, night driving and mobility.4

A variety of everyday tasks can be affected by vision

loss. For example, the time taken to read the list of

ingredients on a can of food, read instructions on a

medicine container and find a telephone number in a

directory was significantly greater in people with poorer

visual acuity, contrast sensitivity and visual field.22 In

this study, visual acuity was the most important

predictor for tasks requiring fine resolution (such as

reading small print). Other tasks may be more closely

related to other measures of visual function. For example,

in another study, elderly people with good acuity had

decreasing reading rates with increasing age, and the

deterioration was found to be related to worsening low-

contrast vision, motor ability and attentional field

integrity (a measure of ability to detect peripheral flashes

of light while fixating on a central target).23 Alexander

et al24 showed that, when considered separately, visual

acuity and contrast sensitivity were both related to

performance of visual tasks. When a multivariate

analysis was used, visual acuity and contrast sensitivity

were independently associated with reading and telling

the time. In addition, in patients with the same contrast

sensitivity, visual acuity was unrelated to the ability to

identify colours, products and faces. Results from

another study by Leat et al suggested that contrast

sensitivity may be a better predictor of reading

performance with low vision aids than visual acuity,25

although this conclusion is contradicted by other

investigations.26,27

Contrast sensitivity is closely correlated with ability to

detect and discriminate between visual targets. For

example, one study showed that elderly people require

greater contrast to perceive faces than younger people

even if both groups have good acuity, and the authors

concluded that their measures of face perception

represented different visual abilities from those involved

in visual acuity.28 Although the reasons for this difference

are unclear, further investigation has supported the

finding: the best predictors of thresholds for recognition

of real-world targets (faces, road signs and objects) were

age and contrast sensitivity.29 Including visual acuity as a

predictor did not improve the model, and the authors

concluded that contrast sensitivity might be more useful

for identifying difficulties with everyday visual activities

that involve identification and discrimination of objects.

Consistent with these findings, a study of patients with

AMD showed that contrast sensitivity was the best

predictor of computer task accuracy.30

Several studies have found that mobility and

orientation are correlated with contrast sensitivity. In a

study of patients with AMD, low-contrast sensitivity

and visual field extent were the most important

predictors of mobility performance on a laboratory

obstacle course and two real-world courses (one indoor

and one outdoor).31 This finding is supported by a study

of walking speed on an obstacle course, which showed

that visual field and contrast sensitivity predicted

29–35% of variation in mobility in people with AMD.32

Similarly, a study of partially sighted patients

(ambulatory patients with at least light perception

recruited from a vision rehabilitation centre) found that

contrast sensitivity and visual field had the greatest effect

on orientation-mobility, but that visual acuity had a

negligible effect.33

Loss of spatial awareness and poor mobility or

orientation can increase the risk of accidents such as falls.

In the Beaver Dam Eye Study, people over 60 years of

age were more likely to have had a fall within the past

year if they had contrast sensitivity of 1.50 or worse

than if they had a value of 1.55 or better.34 Similarly,

people with best-corrected visual acuity of 20/20 or

better were less likely to have had a fall than those with a

visual acuity of 20/25 or worse. The increased likelihood

of falls translated into higher incidences of hip fractures
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in people with worse visual acuity or contrast sensitivity.

Similar findings were reported in the Blue Mountains

Eye Study: poor visual acuity, contrast sensitivity and

visual field were significant risk factors for reporting two

or more falls in the last 12 months, and the risk of hip

fractures was significantly related to all measures of

visual function.35

The relative importance of visual acuity and contrast

sensitivity as predictors of hip-fracture risk is unclear. In

one study, poor contrast sensitivity and depth perception

were associated with a greater risk of hip fracture, but

visual acuity was not.36 Conversely, the Epidemiology of

Osteoporosis (EPIDOS) study found that visual acuity

was associated with hip fracture risk, but depth

perception and contrast sensitivity were not.37

Several studies have shown that vision loss results in

lower quality of life scores on a variety of scales. For

example, measurements of utility values have shown

that patients with a visual acuity of 20/40 or worse in the

better-seeing eye would trade between 19 and 60% of

their remaining lifetime in return for perfect vision in

each eye.38–40 Similarly, Carta et al41 showed that near

visual acuity and contrast sensitivity were strongly

associated with quality of life outcomes on a quality of

life/visual function questionnaire in 120 patients with

cataract, glaucoma, AMD, branch retinal vein occlusion,

presbyopia or minor refractive defects. The relationship

between contrast sensitivity loss and such measures

of quality of life is unclear. Nevertheless, the

demonstrable impact of a loss of contrast sensitivity on

activities of daily living indicates that it would be

expected to have a marked effect on quality of life.

Further research is needed to explore the relationship

between different measures of visual function and

quality of life scores.

Patients with poor visual function are also more likely

to need to be placed in a nursing home. In the Beaver

Dam Eye Study, analyses using a multivariate model

(adjusted for confounding factors) showed that people

in the lowest category of each measure of visual function

had an odds ratio for nursing home placement of 4.23 for

best-corrected visual acuity and 2.40 for contrast

sensitivity, compared with those in highest category.42

Impact of treatment on contrast sensitivity: evidence

from clinical trials

The strong associations between contrast sensitivity and

functional abilities provide a rationale for including

contrast sensitivity measurements in clinical trials.

Although visual acuity is the most frequently cited

primary outcome measure in clinical trials of treatments

for CNV secondary to AMD, several studies have

included contrast sensitivity as a secondary outcome.

Considering both visual acuity and contrast sensitivity

when assessing the outcomes of clinical trials may

provide a more complete picture of the effects of

treatment on vision than either measure alone.

At present, two treatments have been proven effective

in CNV due to AMD in randomised, controlled clinical

trials and are recommended as the standard of care:43,44

laser photocoagulation and photodynamic therapy with

verteporfin, also known as verteporfin therapy.

Laser photocoagulation

In the Macular Photocoagulation Study (MPS), 206 eyes

with recurrent subfoveal CNV were assigned to laser

photocoagulation or no treatment.45 Patients were

required to have at least some classic CNV: 85% of

patients had classic CNV with no other areas of

presumed CNV (with or without blood or elevated

blocked fluorescence). Patients treated with laser

photocoagulation lost a mean of 2.7 lines of visual acuity

at 24 months, compared with 3.4 lines in the untreated

eyes (P¼ 0.46). For contrast threshold, however, there

was a significant difference between the two groups:

laser-treated eyes had a median contrast threshold of

14% at month 24, compared with 20% for untreated eyes

(P¼ 0.01). The MPS group also investigated vision

outcomes in 373 eyes with new subfoveal CNV due to

AMD, 78% of which had classic CNV with no occult

CNV (with or without blood or elevated blocked

fluorescence).46 In these eyes, visual acuity deteriorated

through month 24 in both the laser-treated and untreated

group (but to a lesser extent in the treated eyes) and

treated eyes maintained better contrast thresholds than

untreated eyes. Laser-treated eyes lost 3.0 lines of visual

acuity and had a median contrast threshold of 14%

(equivalent to 20 letters on currently available charts) at

month 24, compared with a loss of 4.4 lines of visual

acuity (Po0.001) and a median contrast threshold of 28%

(14 letters) (Po0.001) for untreated eyes.

For eyes with extrafoveal or juxtafoveal CNV

secondary to AMD, treated eyes were found to lose less

visual acuity than untreated eyes.47,48 Contrast sensitivity

results were not reported for these eyes.

Verteporfin therapy

Verteporfin therapy is recommended for patients with

subfoveal predominantly classic CNV (lesions composed

of X50% classic CNV) due to AMD based on the

1- and 2-year visual acuity results from the TAP

Investigation.49,50 Verteporfin-treated patients with

predominantly classic CNV were found to be less likely

to lose at least 15 letters of visual acuity (the primary

outcome measure) at the month 12 examination than
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patients who received placebo (33 vs 61%, respectively,

Po0.001). This difference was maintained through 24

months (Figure 1a).50 Although verteporfin-treated

patients with predominantly classic CNV had significant

visual acuity benefits in the TAP Investigation, there

were no statistically significant differences in visual

acuity outcomes between the treated and untreated

patients with minimally classic CNV (lesions composed

of o50% classic CNV but 40%) (Figure 1b).50 However,

a retrospective exploratory analysis suggested that

smaller minimally classic lesions (no larger than 4 MPS

DA) may have treatment benefit.51

Contrast sensitivity was a secondary outcome measure

in the TAP Investigation. In the total study population

(which included 242 patients with subfoveal

predominantly classic CNV, 306 with minimally classic

CNV, and 61 with no classic CNV), mean contrast

sensitivity remained stable at the month 24 examination

in the verteporfin-treated patients (mean loss of 1.3

letters), whereas placebo recipients lost a mean of 5.2

letters.50 Additional analyses were conducted to explore

the contrast sensitivity outcomes in the total study

population and the subgroups with predominantly

classic or minimally classic CNV.11 These analyses

showed that the contrast sensitivity results in patients

with predominantly classic CNV were consistent with

the visual acuity outcomes (Figure 1a). In patients with

minimally classic CNV, however, verteporfin-treated

patients were less likely to lose 6 or more letters of

contrast sensitivity than placebo recipients, despite there

being no significant difference in terms of visual acuity

(Figure 1b). The reasons for the difference between the

visual acuity and contrast sensitivity findings in the eyes

with minimally classic CNV are unclear. It is possible that

contrast sensitivity provides an earlier indication of

vision loss than visual acuity and that longer-term

follow-up might reveal visual acuity benefits, or that

treatment has different effects on these two measures in

this subgroup. Nevertheless, reducing the risk of a loss of

contrast sensitivity might represent a treatment benefit

for these patients.

Contrast sensitivity was also measured as a secondary

outcome in the Verteporfin In Photodynamic therapy

(VIP) Trial.52 In the VIP Trial, 20% of verteporfin-treated

patients with occult with no classic CNV lost at least 9

letters of contrast sensitivity at the month 24

examination, compared with 34% of placebo recipients

(P¼ 0.01). As in the patients with predominantly classic

CNV included in the TAP Investigation,50 the contrast

sensitivity findings in patients with occult with no classic

CNV were consistent with the visual acuity findings. At

the month 24 examination, 55% of verteporfin-treated

eyes with occult with no classic CNV had lost at least 15

letters of visual acuity, compared with 68% of the placebo

recipients (P¼ 0.032).52

Comparison of the visual acuity and contrast

sensitivity outcomes between verteporfin-treated eyes in

the TAP Investigation and VIP Trial and eyes that

received laser photocoagulation in the MPS is difficult

because of differences in the characteristics of the eyes

enrolled in these studies. Nevertheless, it is worth noting

that the results from verteporfin therapy in the TAP

Investigation and laser photocoagulation in the MPS both

showed stabilisation of contrast sensitivity. At the month

24 examinations, verteporfin-treated eyes lost a mean of

1.3 letters from baseline50 and laser-treated eyes with

classic CNV with no occult CNV had no change in

median contrast threshold from baseline (14% at both

visits, which is equivalent to 20 letters on the currently

available chart).46 Untreated eyes in the TAP

Investigation lost a mean of 5.2 letters of contrast

sensitivity by the month 24 examination,50 and the

Figure 1 Percentage of patients with a loss of at least 15 letters
of visual acuity (0.3 logMAR) or at least 6 letters (0.3 log units) of
contrast sensitivity at the month 24 examination in the TAP
Investigation for patients with (a) predominantly classic CNV
and (b) minimally classic CNV at baseline. P-values are for
Pearson w2 tests.
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contrast threshold of untreated eyes in the MPS

deteriorated from 14% (20 letters) at baseline to 28%

(14 letters) at month 24.46

Current guidelines for the treatment of CNV due to

AMD recommend verteporfin therapy for subfoveal

lesions that are composed of predominantly classic

CNV or occult with no classic CNV, based on the visual

acuity outcomes.44 The contrast sensitivity outcomes

described above strengthen the evidence for

recommending verteporfin therapy in these patients.

Laser photocoagulation is generally recommended

only for lesions that are extrafoveal or juxtafoveal,

although before verteporfin therapy became available

it was also considered for small subfoveal lesions.53

Mobility and orientation are both associated with

visual field and contrast sensitivity.31–33 Treatments that

reduce the loss of both contrast sensitivity and central

visual field may therefore help to maintain mobility

and orientation. Although no measurements of central

visual field have been reported in the randomised,

controlled clinical trials of verteporfin therapy, treatment

has been shown to reduce lesion growth, compared

with placebo. At the month 24 examination in the TAP

Investigation, verteporfin-treated eyes had smaller

lesions than eyes that were given placebo: lesions larger

than 9 MPS disc areas occurred in 15% of verteporfin-

treated eyes and 38% of eyes given placebo.50 Similarly,

in AMD patients with occult with no classic CNV

enrolled in the VIP Trial 16% of verteporfin-treated eyes

had lesions larger than 9 MPS disc areas at the month 24

examination, compared with 38% of eyes given

placebo.52 The strong correlation between lesion size and

contrast sensitivity,18 suggests that reducing lesion size

may also help to preserve contrast sensitivity.

There have been anecdotal reports of patients treated

with verteporfin therapy claiming to have improved

vision and a reduced perception of scotoma (increased

transparency) after treatment despite having no increase

(or even a decrease) in visual acuity. It is possible that

improvements in contrast sensitivity could explain these

cases. It should be noted that this hypothesis has not

been directly tested in clinical studies and should be

treated with caution.

Radiation therapy

Radiation therapy has been investigated in several small,

uncontrolled studies, some of which have indicated that

treatment could stabilise visual acuity.54,55 A study of 203

patients with subfoveal CNV due to AMD found no

significant benefits of external beam radiotherapy

(compared with observation alone) in terms of the

primary outcome measure, the proportion of patients

with a visual acuity loss of at least 3 lines.56 However,

there was a significant benefit in terms of the percentage

of patients with a loss of at least 0.3 log units of contrast

sensitivity (representing a halving of the contrast

threshold from the baseline value) at 24 months. Positive

contrast sensitivity findings have also been reported

in small-scale studies of radiation therapy,57 although

other studies, including the largest controlled trial of

radiation therapy to date, have reported no significant

benefits.58,59

Other treatment modalities

A variety of surgical techniques have been investigated

for patients with neovascular AMD. Submacular surgery

frequently has poor visual outcomes,60–62 possibly

because the CNV is often irreversibly attached to the

RPE. To date, no large-scale randomised clinical trials

have reported the effects of surgical techniques on visual

acuity and contrast sensitivity. More information will

become available on completion of an ongoing National

Institutes of Health (NIH)-sponsored investigation, the

Submacular Surgery Trials.63,64

Other investigational approaches to the treatment of

neovascular AMD include transpupillary thermotherapy

and antiangiogenic and angiostatic agents,65 but there

have been no reports of contrast sensitivity outcomes

with these approaches.

Summary

A survey of ophthalmologists attending a UK

ophthalmology congress suggested that contrast

sensitivity is generally considered to be of low

importance compared with visual acuity.66 Our review of

the literature suggests that this perception is not

supported by the available evidence.

Contrast sensitivity is an important, additional

measure of visual function in patients with subfoveal

CNV secondary to AMD. In particular, contrast

sensitivity may be a better predictor of activities of daily

living, mobility and orientation than visual acuity.

Including contrast sensitivity as an outcome measure

in studies of patients with CNV due to AMD may

provide a more complete understanding of the effects of

treatment on visual function and the likely benefits for

patients.

Laser photocoagulation (rarely used for subfoveal

lesions) and verteporfin therapy (currently

recommended for subfoveal lesions that are composed of

predominantly classic CNV or occult with no classic CNV

with evidence of recent disease progression) have been

found to reduce the risk of losing both contrast

sensitivity and visual acuity in patients with neovascular

AMD. Verteporfin therapy was also found to improve
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contrast sensitivity outcomes in patients with minimally

classic CNV even in the absence of a visual acuity benefit,

which may represent a potential treatment benefit for

these patients. Further investigation is needed to

explore the impact of treatment on contrast sensitivity

and visual acuity in patients with subfoveal CNV due

to AMD.
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